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Abstract
This work studies the problem of batch off-policy evaluation
for Reinforcement Learning in partially observable environ-
ments. Off-policy evaluation under partial observability is in-
herently prone to bias, with risk of arbitrarily large errors.
We define the problem of off-policy evaluation for Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) and es-
tablish what we believe is the first off-policy evaluation result
for POMDPs. In addition, we formulate a model in which ob-
served and unobserved variables are decoupled into two dy-
namic processes, called a Decoupled POMDP. We show how
off-policy evaluation can be performed under this new model,
mitigating estimation errors inherent to general POMDPs. We
demonstrate the pitfalls of off-policy evaluation in POMDPs
using a well-known off-policy method, Importance Sampling,
and compare it with our result on synthetic medical data.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms learn to maximize
rewards by analyzing past experience in an unknown en-
vironment (Sutton and Barto 1998). In the context of RL,
off-policy evaluation (OPE) refers to the task of estimating
the value of an evaluation policy without applying it, using
data collected under a different behavior policy (Dann, Neu-
mann, and Peters 2014), also unknown as a logging policy.
The problem of OPE has been thoroughly studied un-
der fully-observable models. In this paper we extend and
define OPE for Partially Observable Markov Decision Pro-
cesses (POMDPs). Informally, the goal of OPE in POMDPs
is to evaluate the cumulative reward of an evaluation policy
pie which is a function of observed histories, using a mea-
sure over the observed variables under a behavior policy pib
which is a function of an unobserved state. We assume that
we do not have access to the unobserved states, nor do we
have any prior information of their model. In fact, in many
cases we do not even know whether these states exist. These
states are commonly referred to as confounding variables in
the causal inference literature, whenever they affect both the
reward as well as the behavior policy. OPE for POMDPs is
highly relevant to real-world applications in fields such as
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healthcare, where we are trying to learn from observed poli-
cies enacted by medical experts, without having full access
to the information the experts have in hand.
A basic observation we make is that traditional meth-
ods in OPE are not applicable to partially observable en-
vironments. For this reason, we start by defining the OPE
problem for POMDPs, proposing various OPE approaches.
We define OPE for POMDPs in Section 2. Then, in Sec-
tion 3, Theorem 1 shows how past and future observations
of an unobserved state can be leveraged in order to evaluate
a policy, under a non-singularity condition of certain joint
probability distribution matrices. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first OPE result for POMDPs.
In Section 4 we build upon the results of Section 3
and propose a more involved POMDP model: the De-
coupled POMDP model. This is a class of POMDPs for
which observed and unobserved variables are distinctly par-
titioned. Decoupled POMDPs hold intrinsic advantages over
POMDPs for OPE. The assumptions required for OPE are
more flexible than those required in POMDPs, allowing for
easier estimation (Theorem 2).
In Section 5 we attempt to answer the question as to why
traditional OPE methods fail when parts of the state are un-
observed. We emphasize the hardness of OPE in POMDPs
through a conventional procedure known as Importance
Sampling. We further construct an Importance Sampling
variant that can be applied to POMDPs under an assumption
about the reward structure. We then compare this variant to
the OPE result of Section 4 in a synthetic medical environ-
ment (Section 6), showing it is prone to arbitrarily large bias.
Before diving into the subtleties associated with off-
policy evaluation in partially observable environments, we
provide two examples in which ignoring unobserved vari-
ables can lead to erroneous conclusions about the relation
between actions and their rewards.
Medical Treatment: Consider a physician monitoring a pa-
tient, frequently prescribing drugs and applying treatments
according to her medical state. Some of the patient’s infor-
mation observed by the physician may be unavailable to us
(e.g., the patient’s socioeconomic status). A physician might
tend to prescribe Drug A for her wealthier patients who can
afford it. At the same time, wealthier patients tend to have
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better outcomes regardless of the specific drug. As we are
unaware of the doctor’s inner state for choosing this ac-
tion, and have no access to the information she is using, a
naive model would wrongly deduce that prescribing drug A
is more effective than it actually is.
Autonomous driving: Consider teaching an autonomous
vehicle to drive using video footage of cameras located over
intersections. In this scenario, many unobserved variables
may be present, including: objects unseen by the camera,
the driver’s current mood, social cues between drivers and
pedestrians, and so on. Naive estimations of policies based
on other drivers’ behavior may result in catastrophic out-
comes. For the purpose of this illustration, let us assume
tired drivers tend to be involved in more traffic accidents
than non-tired drivers. In addition, suppose non-tired drivers
tend to drive faster than tired drivers. We wish to construct a
safe autonomous car based on traffic camera footage. Since
the tiredness of the driver is unobserved, a naive model
might wrongly evaluate a good policy as one that drives fast.
Understanding how to evaluate the effects of actions in
the presence of unobserved variables that affect both actions
and rewards is the premise of a vast array of work in the field
of causal inference. Our present work owes much to ideas
presented in the causal inference literature under the name
of effect restoration (Kuroki and Pearl 2014). In our work,
we build upon a technique introduced by Miao, Geng, and
Tchetgen Tchetgen (2018) on causal inference using proxy
variables. In the two papers above the unobserved variable
is static, and there is only one action taken. Our work deals
with dynamic environments with sequential actions and ac-
tion – hidden-state feedback loops. Surprisingly, while this
is in general a harder problem, we show that these dynamics
can be leveraged to provide us with multiple noisy views of
the unobserved state.
Our work sits at an intersection between the fields of RL
and Causal Inference. While we have chosen to use termi-
nology common to RL, this paper could have equivalently
been written in causal inference terminology. We believe it
is essential to bridge the gap between these two fields, and
include an interpretation of our results using causal infer-
ence terminology in the appendix.
2 Preliminaries
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
We consider a finite-horizon discounted Partially Observ-
able Markov Decision Process (POMDP). A POMDP is
defined as the 5-tuple (U ,A,Z,P, O, r, γ) (Puterman 1994),
where U is a finite state space,A is a finite action space, Z is a
finite observation space, P : U × U ×A 7→ [0, 1] is a transition
kernel, O : U × Z 7→ [0, 1] is the observation function, where
O(u, z) denotes the probability P (z|u) of perceiving observa-
tion z when arriving in state u, r : U ×A → [0, 1] is a reward
function, and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor. A diagram of
the causal structure of POMDPs is depicted in Figure 1a.
A POMDP assumes that at any time step the environment
is in a state u ∈ U , an agent takes an action a ∈ A and re-
ceives a reward r(u, a) from the environment as a result of
this action. At any time t, the agent will have chosen actions
and received rewards for each of the t time steps prior to the
current one. The agent’s observable history at time t is de-
fined by hot = (z0, a0, . . . , zt−1, at−1, zt). We denote the space
of observable histories at time t by Hot .
We consider trajectories and observable trajectories.
A trajectory of length t is defined by the sequence
τ = (u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut, zt, at). Similarly, an observable
trajectory of length t is defined by the sequence
τo = (z0, a0, . . . , zt−1, at−1, zt, at). We denote the space of tra-
jectories and observable trajectories of length t by Tt and
T ot , respectively. Finally, a policy pi is any stochastic, time-
dependent1 mapping from a measurable set Xt ⊂ Tt to the
set of probability measures on the Borel sets of A, denoted
by B(A).
For any time t, and trajectory τ ∈ Tt, we define the cumu-
lative reward
Rt(τ) =
t∑
k=0
γkr(uk, ak).
The above is also known as the discounted return. Given any
policy pi and initial distribution over states U , denoted by ν0,
we define the expected discounted return at time L by
vL(pi; ν0) = E (RL(τ)|u0 ∼ ν0, τ ∼ pi) .
When clear from context, we will assume ν0 and L are
known and fixed and simply write v(pi).
Policy Evaluation
Off-policy evaluation (OPE) considers two types of policies:
a behavior policy and an evaluation policy, as defined below.
Definition 1 (behavior and evaluation policies).
A behavior policy, denoted by pi(t)b , is a stochastic, time-
dependent mapping from states U to B(A). 2
An evaluation policy, denoted by pi(t)e , is a stochastic, time-
dependent mapping from observable histories Hot to B(A).
For any time step t and policy pi let Ppi(·) be the measure
over observable trajectories Hot , induced by policy pi. We
will denote this measure by P b, P e, whenever pi is a behavior
or evaluation policy, respectively. We are now ready to
define off-policy evaluation in POMDPs:
The goal of off-policy evaluation in POMDPs is to
evaluate vL(pie) using the measure P b(·) over ob-
servable trajectories T oL and the given policy pie.
This corresponds to the scenario in which data comes from
a system which records an agent taking actions based on her
own information sources (u), and we want to evaluate a pol-
icy pie which we learn based only on information available
to the learning system (τo).
1For brevity we sometimes denote policies by pi, though they
may depend on time such that pi = pi(t).
2We consider behavior policies to be functions of unobserved
states. This assumption is common in MDPs in which the state is
observed, as it is known that there exists a stationary optimal policy
that is optimal (Romanovskii 1965). In addition, the unobserved
state is assumed to contain all required information for an agent to
make an optimal decision.
Vector Notations
Let x, y, z be random variables accepting values in
{x1, . . . , xn1} , {y1, . . . , yn2} , {z1, . . . , zn3}, respectively, and
let F be a filtration that includes all information: states, ob-
servations, actions, and rewards. We denote by P (X|y,F) the
n1×1 column vector with elements (P (X|y,F))i = P (xi|y,F).
Similarly we denote by P (x|Y,F) the 1 × n2 row
vector with elements (P (x|Y,F)i = P (x|yi,F). Note that
P (x|Y,F)P (Y |F) = P (x|F). Finally, let P (X|Y,F) be the
n1 × n2 matrix with elements (P (X|Y,F))ij = P (xi|yj ,F).
Note that if x is independent of z given y then we have the
matrix equality P (X|Y,F)P (Y |Z,F) = P (X|Z,F).
We will sometimes only consider subsets of the above
matrices. For any index sets I ⊂ {1, . . . n1}, J ⊂ {1, . . . n2}
let P(I,J)(X|Y,F) be the matrix with elements(
P(I,J)(X|Y,F)
)
ij
= P (xIi |yJj ,F).
3 Policy Evaluation for POMDPs
In this section we show how past and future observations
can be leveraged in order to create an unbiased evaluation of
pie under specific invertibility conditions. It is a generaliza-
tion of the bandit-type result presented in Miao, Geng, and
Tchetgen Tchetgen (2018), where causal effects are inferred
in the presence of an unobserved discrete confounder, pro-
vided one has two conditionally independent views of the
confounder which are non-degenerate (i.e., the conditional
probability matrices are invertible). We show how time dy-
namics readily give us these two conditionally independent
views - using the past and future observations as two views
of the unobserved state.
For any τo = (z0, a0, . . . , zt, at) ∈ T ot we define the general-
ized weight matrices
Wi(τ
o) = P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1)−1P b(Zi, zi−1|ai−1, Zi−2)
for i ≥ 1, and
W0(τ
o) = P b(Z0|a0, Z−1)−1P b(Z0).
Here, we assume there exists an observation of some time
step before initial evaluation (i.e., t < 0), which we denote by
z−1. Alternatively, z−1 may be an additional observation that
is independent of z0 and a0 given u0. Note that the matrices
Wi can be estimated from the observed trajectories of the
behavior distribution. We then have the following result.
Theorem 1 (POMDP Evaluation). Assume |Z| ≥ |U| and
that P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1) are invertible for all i and all ai ∈ A. For
any τo ∈ T ot denote
Πe(τ
o) =
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ), Ω(τo) =
t∏
i=0
Wt−i(τo).
Then
P e(rt) =
∑
τo∈T ot
Πe(τ
o)P b(rt, zt|at, Zt−1)Ω(τo).
Proof. See Appendix.
Having evaluated P e(rt) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ L suffices in or-
der to evaluate v(pie). Theorem 1 lets us evaluate v(pie) with-
out access to the unknown states ui. It uses past and future
observations zt and zt−1 as proxies of the unknown state.
Its main assumptions are that the conditional distribution
matrices P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1) and P b(Ui|ai, Zi−1) are invertible. In
other words, it is assumed that enough information is trans-
ferred from states to observations between time steps. Con-
sider for example the case where Ui and Zi are both binary,
then a sufficient condition for invertibility to hold is to have
p(zi = 1|zi−1 = 1, ai) 6= p(zi = 1|zi−1 = 0, ai) for all values
of ai. A trivial case in which this assumption does not hold
is when {ui}0≤i≤L are i.i.d. In such a scenario, the obser-
vations zi, zi−1 do not contain enough useful information of
the unobserved state ui, and additional independent obser-
vations of ui are needed. In the next section we will show
how this assumption can be greatly relaxed under a decou-
pled POMDP model. Particularly, in the next section we will
devise an alternative model for partial observability, and an-
alyze its superiority over POMDPs in the context of OPE.
4 Decoupled POMDPs
Theorem 1 provides an exact evaluation of pie. However it
assumes non-singularity of several large stochastic matrices.
While such random matrices are likely to be invertible (see
e.g., Bordenave, Caputo, and Chafaı¨ (2012) Thm 1.4), es-
timating their inverses from behavior data can lead to large
approximation errors or require very large sample sizes. This
is due to the structure of POMDPs, which is confined to a
causal structure in which unobserved states form observa-
tions. This restriction is present even when O(u, z) is a de-
terministic measure. In many settings, one may detach the
effect of unobserved and observed variables. In this section,
we define a Decoupled Partially Observable Markov Deci-
sion Process (Decoupled POMDP), in which the state space
is decoupled into unobserved and observed variables.
Informally, in Decoupled POMDPs the state space is fac-
tored into observed and unobserved states. Both the ob-
served and unobserved states follow Markov transitions. In
addition, unobserved states emit independent observations.
As we will show, Decoupled POMDPs are more appropriate
for OPE under partial observability. Contrary to Theorem 1,
Decoupled POMDPs use matrices that scale with the support
of the unobserved variables, which, as they are decoupled
from observed variables, are of much smaller cardinality.
Definition 2. We define a finite-horizon discounted Decou-
pled Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (De-
coupled POMDP) as the tuple (U ,Z,O,A,P,PO, r, γ), where
Z and U consist of an observed and unobserved finite state
space, respectively. A is the action space, O is the indepen-
dent observation space, P : Z × U × Z × U ×A 7→ [0, 1] is the
transition kernel, where P(z′, u′|z, u, a) is the probability of
transitioning to state (z′, u′) when visiting state (z, u) and
taking action a, PO : U ×O 7→ [0, 1] is the independent obser-
vation function, where PO(o|u) is the probability of receiving
observation o when arrive at state u, r : U × Z ×A → [0, 1] is
a reward function, and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor.
A Decoupled POMDP assumes that at any time step the
environment is in a state (u, z) ∈ U × Z, an agent takes
an action a ∈ A and receives a reward r(u, z, a) from the
environment. The agent’s observable history is defined by
(a) POMDP (b) Decoupled POMDP
Figure 1: A causal diagram of a POMDP (a) and a Decoupled POMDP (b). In Decoupled POMDPs, observed and unobserved
states are separated into two distinct processes, with a coupling between them at each time step. Diagrams depicts the causal
dependence of a behavior policy and evaluation policies. While evaluation policies are depicted to depend on the current
observation alone, they can depend on any observable history hot .
hot = (z0, o0, a0, . . . , zt−1, ot−1, at−1, zt, ot). With abuse of no-
tations we denote the space of observable histories at time
t by Hot . We similarly define trajectories and observable tra-
jectories of length t by τ = (u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut, zt, ot, at) and
τo = (z0, o0, a0, . . . , zt, ot, at), respectively. With abuse of no-
tations, we denote the space of trajectories and observable
trajectories of length t by Tt and T ot , respectively. In Fig-
ure 1(b) we give an example of a Decoupled POMDP (used
in Theorem 2) for which zi causes ui.
Decoupled POMDPs hold the same expressive power
and generality of POMDPs. To see this, one may remove
the observed state space Z to recover the original POMDP
model. Nevertheless, as we will see in Theorem 2, Decou-
pled POMDPs also let us leverage their structure in order to
achieve tighter results. Similar to POMDPs, OPE for Decou-
pled POMDPs considers behavior and evaluation policies.
Definition 3 (behavior and evaluation policies).
A behavior policy, denoted by pi(t)b , is a stochastic, time-
dependent mapping from states U × Z to B(A).
An evaluation policy, denoted by pi(t)e , is a stochastic, time-
dependent mapping from observable histories Hot to B(A).
The goal of OPE for Decoupled POMDPs is defined sim-
ilarly as general POMDPs. Decoupled POMDPs allow us
to model environments in which observations are not con-
tained in the unknown state. They are decoupled by a Marko-
vian processes which governs both observed and unobserved
variables. In what follows, we will show how this property
can be leveraged for evaluating a desired policy.
Policy Evaluation for Decoupled POMDPs
For all i, let Ki ⊂ {1, . . . , |O|}, Ji ⊂ {1, . . . , |Z|} such that
|Ki| = |Ji| = |U |. Similar to before, for any τo ∈ T ot , we de-
fine the generalized weight matrices
Gi(τ
o) = P b(Ki,Ji−1)(Oi|zi, ai, Zi−1)
−1×
× P b(Ki,Ji−2)(Oi, oi−1, zi|zi−1, ai−1, Zi−2),
for i ≥ 1 and
G0(τ
o) = P b(K0,J−1)(O0|z0, a0, Z−1)
−1P bK0 (O0|z0)P b(z0).
We then have the following result.
Theorem 2 (Decoupled POMDP Evaluation). Assume
|Z|, |O| ≥ |U| and that there exist index sets Ki, Ji such that
|Ki| = |Ji| = |U| and P b(Ki,Ji−1)(Oi|ai, zi, Zi−1) are invertible
∀i, ai, zi ∈ A×Z. In addition assume that zi−1 is independent
of ui+1 given zi+1, ai, ui, ∀i under P b.
For any τo ∈ T ot , denote by
Πe(τ
o) =
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ), Ω(τo) =
t∏
i=0
Gt−i(τo).
Then
Ppi(rt) =
∑
τo∈T ot
Πe(τ
o)P bKt−1 (rt, ot|zt, at, Zt−1)Ω(τo).
Proof. See Appendix.
Approximating Theorem 2’s result under finite datasets is
more robust than Theorem 1. For one, the matrices are of
size |U|, which can be much smaller than |Z| + |U|. In ad-
dition, and contrary to Theorem 1, the result holds for any
index set Ji,Ki ⊂ [|Z|] of cardinality |U|. We can thus choose
any of
(|Z|
|U|
)
possible subsets from which to approximate the
matrices Gi(τ). This enables us to choose indices for solu-
tions with desired properties (e.g., small condition numbers
of the matrices). We may also construct an estimator based
on a majority vote of the separate estimators. Finally, we
note that solving for Gi(τ) for any Ji,Ki can be done using
least squares regression.
Up to this point we have shown how the task of OPE can
be carried out in two settings: general POMDPs and Decou-
pled POMDPs. The results in Theorems 1 and 2 depend on
full trajectories, which we believe are a product of the high
complexity inherent to the problem of OPE with unobserv-
able states. In the next section, we demonstrate the hardness
inherent to OPE in these settings through an alternative OPE
method - a variant of an Importance Sampling method (Pre-
cup 2000). We then experiment and compare these different
OPE techniques on a synthetic medical environment.
5 Importance Sampling and its Limitations
in Partially Observable Environments
In previous sections we presented OPE in partially observ-
able environments, and provided, for what we believe is the
first time, techniques of exact evaluation. A reader famil-
iar with OPE in fully-observable environments might ask,
why do new techniques need to be established and where
do traditional methods fail? To answer this question, in this
section we demonstrate the bias that may arise under the
use of long-established OPE methods. More specifically, we
demonstrate the use of a well-known approach, Importance
Sampling (IS): a reweighting of rewards generated by the be-
havior policy, pib, such that they are equivalent to unbiased
rewards from an evaluation policy pie.
Let us begin by defining the IS procedure for POMDPs.
Suppose we are given a trajectory τ ∈ Tt. We can express
P e(τ) using P b(τ) as
P e(τ) = P e(u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut, zt, at)
= ν0(u0)
t−1∏
i=0
P b(ui+1|ui, ai)
t∏
i=0
P b(zi|ui)pi(i)e (ai|hoi )
= P b(τ)
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
pi
(i)
b (ai|ui)
.
We refer to wi = pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
pi
(i)
b
(ai|ui)
as the importance weights. The
importance weights allow us to evaluate v(pie) using the data
generating process P b(·) as
IS(pie, w) := E
(
RL(τ)
L∏
i=0
wi
∣∣∣∣∣τ ∼ pib, u0 ∼ ν0
)
. (1)
Note that v(pie) = IS(pie, w). Unfortunately, the above re-
quires the use of pi(i)b (ai|ui), which are unknown and can-
not be estimated from data, as ui are unobserved under the
POMDP model.
Sufficient Condition for Importance Sampling
As Equation (1) does not resolve the off-policy problem,
it remains an open question whether an IS procedure can
be used in general POMDPs. Here, we give sufficient con-
ditions for which a variant of IS can properly evaluate pie.
More specifically, we assume a POMDP which satisfies the
following condition.
Figure 2: An example of a POMDP with 6 states and 2 ob-
servations for which importance sampling with importance
weights wi = pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
P b(ai|hoi )
is biased. Numbers on arrows corre-
spond to probabilities. Arrows marked by a0, a1 correspond
to rewards or transitions of these actions. Rewards depend
on values of α > 0. Initial state distribution is ν0 = ( 12 ,
1
2
).
Assumption 1 (Sufficient Condition for IS).
∃fL : T oL 7→ R s.t. ∀τ ∈ TL, RL(τ) = fL(τo) and
∀0 ≤ i ≤ L− 1, τoi ∈ T oi , zi+1 ∈ Z, P b(zi+1|τoi ) = P e(zi+1|τoi ).
In other words, this assumption states that the observed
trajectory at time L is a sufficient statistic of the true reward,
and τoi is a sufficient statistic of the state ui. Under Assump-
tion 1 we can construct an IS variant as follows. Given a
trajectory τ ∈ TL we have that
v(pie) =
∑
τ∈TL
R(τ)P e(τ)
=
∑
u0,...,uL
∑
τo∈T o
L
fL(τ
o)P e(τo, u0, . . . , uL)
=
∑
τo∈T o
L
fL(τ
o)P e(τo).
We can express P e(τo) using P b(τo) for any τo ∈ T oL as
P e(τo) = P e(z0, a0, . . . , zt, at)
= P b(z0)
L−1∏
i=0
P b(zi+1|τoi )
L∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
= P b(τo)
L∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
P b(ai|hoi )
.
We can thus evaluate v(pie) using Equation (1) and impor-
tance weights wi = pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
P b(ai|hoi )
. While this estimate seems
simple and intuitive, as we demonstrate next, arbitrarily
large evaluation errors can occur using the above IS weights
when Assumption 1 does not hold.
Importance Sampling Error in POMDPs
In general POMDPs, if Assumption 1 does not hold, using
the importance weights wi = pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
P b(ai|hoi )
can result in large
errors in the evaluation of pie. This error is demonstrated
by an example given in Figure 2. In this example, we
Figure 3: Comparison of cumulative reward approximation on three distinct synthetic environments. pib (green, triangles) and
pie (red, circles) plots depict the true cumulative rewards of the behavior and evaluation policies, respectively. Ideally we would
want the black “Theorem 2” curve and the blue IS curve to match the red curve of the true reward.
assume an initial state distribution ν0 = ( 12 ,
1
2
). Given a
behavior policy pib(ai|u(j)k ) =
{
2
3
i⊕ j = 0
1
3
i⊕ j = 1
for all k, and a
stationary evaluation policy pie(ai|zj) =
{
2
3
i⊕ j = 0
1
3
i⊕ j = 1
, we
have that v(pib) ≈ 0.72α+ 0.26γ and v(pie) ≈ −0.01α+ 0.14γ.
However, using wi = pie(ai|zi)P b(ai|hoi )
, IS evaluation yields
IS(pie, w) ≈ 0.62α+ 0.34γ. This amounts to an error of
0.63α + 0.2γ between the true policy evaluation and its im-
portance sampling evaluation, which can be arbitrarily large.
As an example, for α = 0.8γ we get that v(pib) = IS(pie, w).
Particularly, IS(pie, w) > v(pib) for α > 0.8. This is contrary to
the fact that v(pib) > v(pie) for all values of α > 0.
Unlike the invertibility assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2,
Assumption 1 is a strong assumption, that is unlikely to hold
for almost any POMDP. At this point it is unclear if a more
lenient assumption can assure an unbiased IS estimator for
POMDPs, and we leave this as an open research question
for future work. In the next section, we experiment with the
results of Theorem 2 and the IS variant constructed in this
section on a finite-sample dataset generated by a synthetic
medical environment.
6 Experiments
The medical domain is known to be prone to many unob-
served factors affecting both actions and rewards (Gottes-
man et al. 2018). As such, OPE in these domains requires
adaptation to partially observable settings. In our experi-
ments we construct a synthetic medical environment using
a Decoupled POMDP model, as described next.
We denote σ(x) = 1
1+e−x . The environment consists of a
patient’s (observed) medical state z. Here z changes accord-
ing to the taken action by P (z′|z, a) ∝ σ(c>
z,z′,aφz(z)), where
cz,z′,a are given weights, and φz(z) are the state features. We
assume there exist unobserved variables u = (umood, ulook) re-
lating to the doctors current mood, and how “good” the pa-
tient looks to her, respectively. In other words, we assume
the doctor has an inner subjective ranking of the patient’s
look. Observation of the doctor’s mood and inner ranking
are modeled by P (o|u) ∝ σ(c>u,oφu(u)), where cu,o are given
weights, and φu(u) are the unobserved state features. Such
observations could be based on the doctor’s textual notes.
Such notes, when processed through state of the art senti-
ment analysis algorithms (Qian et al. 2016) act as proxies to
the doctor’s mood and subjective assessment of the patient.
We model the doctor’s mood changes according to
the doctor’s current mood, patient’s look, and taken
action P (u′mood|u, a) ∝ σ(c>u,a,u′moodφmood(u)). Finally, the
doctor’s inner ranking of the patient’s look is de-
pendent on the patient’s state z and look ulook by
P (u′look|z′, ulook) ∝ σ(c>z′,ulook,u′look (φlook(ulook), φz(z))).
We assume data generated by a confounded reward func-
tion and behavior policy
r(u, z, a) ∝ σ((1− α)(crz,a)>φz(z) + α(cru,a)>φu(u)),
pib(a|u, z) ∝ σ((1− α)(cbz,a)>φz(z) + α(cbu,a)>φu(u)).
Here α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter which controls the “level of
confoundedness”. In other words, α is a measure of the in-
tensity in which pib and r depend on the unobserved state u,
with α = 0 corresponding to no unobserved confounding.
The spaces Z, U , and O were composed of two binary
features each. We run the experiment in three environments,
corresponding to different settings of the vectors c meant to
illustrate different behaviors of our methods. Ten million tra-
jectories were sampled from the policy pib over a horizon of 4
time steps for each environment. Figure 3 depicts the cumu-
lative reward of pie, pib, and their corresponding estimates ac-
cording to Theorem 2 and the IS weights wki =
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
P b(ai|hoi )
,
for different values of α.
Environment 1 illustrates a typical result from the genera-
tive process above, where the vectors c were sampled from a
Gaussian. It is clear that IS estimates increase in bias with α,
whereas Theorem 2’s estimate remains unchanged. More-
over, for values of α > 0.3, IS suggests that pie is superior
to pib. This implies that potentially arbitrarily bad policies
could be learned by an off-policy RL algorithm. Environ-
ments 2 and 3 are atypical, and were found through delib-
erate search, to illustrate situations in which our estimation
procedure does not clearly outperform IS. In Environment 2,
for large values of α, variance increases, due to near non-
invertibility of the conditional probability matrices. In Envi-
ronment 3, despite confounding, IS remains unbiased.
7 Related Work
POMDPs: Uncertainty is a key feature in real world appli-
cations. POMDPs provide a principled general framework
for planning under uncertainty (Spaan 2012; Williams and
Young 2007). POMDPs model aspects such as the stochastic
effects of actions, incomplete information and noisy obser-
vations over the environment. POMDPs are known to be no-
toriously hard to approximate (Madani, Hanks, and Condon
1999; Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis 1987). Their intractabil-
ity is mainly due to the “curse of dimensionality” for which
complexity grows exponentially with the cardinality of the
unobserved state space. As this work considers offline eval-
uation under uncertainty, the unobserved state is treated as a
confounding element for policy evaluation.
To the best of our knowledge our work provides the
first OPE results for POMDPs. Nevertheless, there has been
considerable work on learning in POMDPs, where, simi-
lar to our setting, the agent does not gain access to the
POMDP model. Even-Dar, Kakade, and Mansour (2005)
implement an approximate reset strategy based on a ran-
dom walk of the agent, effectively resetting the agent’s be-
lief state. Hausknecht and Stone (2015) tackle the learning
problem by adding recurrency to Deep Q-Learning, allow-
ing the Q-network to estimate the underlying system state,
narrowing the gap between Qθ(o, a) and Qθ(u, a). Neverthe-
less, work on learning in POMDPs greatly differs from OPE
for POMDPs, as the former offer online solutions based on
interactive environments, whereas the latter uses batch data
generated by an unknown and unregulated behavior policy.
Off-Policy Evaluation (OPE): Contemporary OPE meth-
ods can be partitioned into three classes: (1) direct methods
(DM) (Precup 2000; Munos et al. 2016; Le, Voloshin, and
Yue 2019; Jiang and Li 2015), which aim to fit the value of a
policy directly, (2) inverse propensity score (IPS) methods,
also known as importance sampling (IS) methods (Liu et al.
2018; Dudı´k, Langford, and Li 2011; Jiang and Li 2015),
and (3) Doubly-Robust methods (DRM) (Jiang and Li 2015;
Thomas and Brunskill 2016; Kallus and Uehara 2019),
which combine IS methods with an estimate of the action-
value function, typically supplied by a DM. These algo-
rithms were designed for bandits, and later generalized to
RL. Nevertheless, existing methods assume full observabil-
ity of the underlying state. They become dubious when part
of the data generating process is unobserved or unknown.
Causal Inference: A major focus of work in causal infer-
ence is how to estimate, in an offline model, the effects of
actions without fully observing the covariates which lead to
the action (Pearl 2009; Spirtes et al. 2000). Much of the work
in this field focuses on static settings, with some more re-
cent work also tackling the bandit setting (Bareinboim, For-
ney, and Pearl 2015; Forney, Pearl, and Bareinboim 2017;
Ramoly, Bouzeghoub, and Finance 2017; Sen et al. 2016).
Sufficient “sequential ignorability” conditions (no hidden
confounding) and methods for OPE of causal effects un-
der dynamic policies are given by (Murphy et al. 2001;
Herna´n et al. 2006; Herna´n and Robins 2019).
Recently, there has been growing interest in handling un-
observed confounders in the context of MDPs. Zhang and
Bareinboim (2016) consider a class of counterfactual poli-
cies that incorporate a notion they call “intuition”, by us-
ing observed actions as input to an RL agent. Their con-
founding model is a special case of our proposed Decoupled
POMDP model in which confounding factors are indepen-
dent of each other. Lu, Scho¨lkopf, and Herna´ndez-Lobato
(2018) propose a latent variable model for “deconfounding
reinforcement learning”. They extend the work of Louizos et
al. (2017) by positing a deep latent variable model with a sin-
gle unobserved confounder that governs a trajectory, deriv-
ing a variational lower bound on the likelihood and training
a model with variational inference. Their causal model does
not take into account dynamics of unobserved confounders.
Oberst and Sontag (2019) also look at off-policy evalua-
tion in POMDPs, though unlike this work they assume that
the unobserved state does not directly affect the observed
behavior-policy actions. Their work focuses on counterfac-
tuals: what would have happened in a specific trajectory un-
der a different policy, had all the other variables, including
the random noise variables, been the same. This is a diffi-
cult task, lying on the third rung of Pearl’s causal hierar-
chy, which we restate in the supplementary material. (Pearl
2018). Our task is on the second rung of the hierarchy: we
wish to know the effect of intervening on the world and act-
ing differently, using a policy pie. Oberst and Sontag (2019)
therefore requires more stringent assumptions than ours on
the structure of the causal model, namely an extension of
outcome monotonicity.
Our work specifically extends the work of Miao, Geng,
and Tchetgen Tchetgen (2018), which rests on the measure-
ment of two independent proxy variables in a bandit setting.
Our results generalizes their identification strategy through
the independence structure that is inherent to POMDPs and
Decoupled POMDPs, where past and future are independent
conditioned on the unobserved confounder at time t.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
Off-policy evaluation of sequential decisions is a fundamen-
tally hard problem, especially when it is done under par-
tial observability of the state. Unknown states produce bias
through factors that affect both observed actions and re-
wards. This paper offers one approach to tackle this problem
in POMDPs and Decoupled POMDPs.
While the expressiveness of POMDPs is useful in many
cases, it also comes with a substantial increase in com-
plexity. Yet, one may not necessarily require the complete
general framework to model complex problems. This pa-
per takes a step towards an alternative model, Decoupled
POMDP, for which unobserved factors are isolated, reduc-
ing OPE complexity, while maintaining the same expressive
power as POMDPs. We note that Decoupled POMDPs may
also benefit general purpose RL algorithms in partially ob-
servable environments.
In this work we experimented with a tabular environment.
As future work, one may scale up to practical domains using
latent space embeddings of the generalized weight matrices,
as well as sophisticated sampling techniques that may re-
duce variance in approximation.
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A Main Results
Local Evaluation
POMDPs are known to be notoriously hard to approximate (Madani, Hanks, and Condon 1999; Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis
1987). Their intractability is mainly due to the “curse of dimensionality” for which complexity grows exponentially with the
cardinality of the state space |U|. We thus first tackle a more modest problem, that is local in time, for which complexity does
not scale with history length L.
Suppose we are tasked with the limited setting of evaluating pie only for a specific point in time, while behaving the same
as the behavior policy pib at all other times. For illustrative purposes, we will restrict ourselves to an evaluation policy which
only depends on the current observation z (also known as a memoryless policy). This restriction will be removed in our final
results and is only assumed for clarity. More specifically, given pi(t)b : U ×A 7→ [0, 1] and pi
(t)
e : Z ×A 7→ [0, 1] we define the time-
dependent policy piL as
pi
(t)
L =
{
pi
(t)
e t = L
pi
(t)
b o.w.
Our goal is to evaluate vL(piL) using the measure P b over observable histories. We generalize the bandit result presented in
Miao, Geng, and Tchetgen Tchetgen (2018), in which two independent proxy variables of a hidden variable satisfying a certain
rank condition are sufficient in order to nonparametrically evaluate piL, even if the observation distribution O(z, u) is unknown.
We first note that for all times t < L, PpiL (rt) = P b(rt), by definition. It is thus sufficient to evaluate PpiL (rL).
We have that
PpiL (rL)
=
∑
zL,aL,uL
PpiL (rL|zL, aL, uL)PpiL (zL, aL, uL)
=
∑
zL,aL,uL
P b(rL|aL, uL)pi(L)e (aL|zL)P b(zL|uL)P b(uL)
=
∑
zL,aL,uL
pi
(L)
e (aL|zL)P b(rL, zL|aL, uL)P b(uL), (2)
where the last transition is due to the fact that pib does not depend on zL given uL. Equation (2) can be rewritten in vector form
as
PpiL (rL) =
∑
zL,aL
pi
(L)
e (aL|zL)P b(rL, zL|aL, UL)P b(UL).
Next, note that zL−1 is independent of rL and zL given uL and aL. Therefore,
P b(rL, zL|aL, UL)P b(UL|aL, zL−1)
= P b(rL, zL|aL, zL−1, UL)P b(UL|aL, zL−1)
= P b(rL, zL|aL, zL−1).
As the above is true for all values of zL−1 and assuming the matrix P b(UL|aL, ZL−1) is invertible for all aL ∈ A, then we can
write (in vector form)
P b(rL, zL|aL, UL) = P b(rL, zL|aL, ZL−1)P b(UL|aL, ZL−1)−1. (3)
Similarly, we have that
P b(zL|aL, UL)P b(UL|aL, zL−1)
= P b(zL|aL, zL−1, UL)P b(UL|aL, zL−1)
= P b(zL|aL, zL−1).
As the above is true for all values of zL−1, zL and assuming the matrix P b(ZL|aL, UL) is invertible for all aL ∈ A, we can write
P b(UL|aL, ZL−1) = P b(ZL|aL, UL)−1P b(ZL|aL, ZL−1). (4)
Combining Equations (3) and (4) yields
P b(rL, zL|aL, UL)
= P b(rL, zL|aL, ZL−1)P b(ZL|aL, ZL−1)−1P b(ZL|aL, UL).
Finally, note that zL is independent of aL given uL. Hence,
P b(ZL|aL, UL)P b(UL) = P b(ZL|UL)P b(UL) = P b(ZL).
Lastly, note that if P b(ZL|aL, ZL−1) is invertible, then so is P b(ZL|aL, UL). Denote the generalized weight vector WL(aL) =
P b(ZL|aL, ZL−1)−1P b(ZL), then we have thus proved the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Suppose P b(ZL|aL, ZL−1), P b(UL|aL, ZL−1) are invertible for all aL ∈ A, then
PpiL (rL) =
∑
zL,aL
pi
(L)
e (aL|zL)P b(rL, zL|aL, ZL−1)WL(aL).
Proposition 1 lets us evaluate PpiL (rL) without access to the unknown state uL. It uses past and future observations zL
and zL−1 to create an unbiased evaluation of PpiL (rL). Its main assumption is that the conditional distribution matrices
P b(ZL|aL, ZL−1), P b(UL|aL, ZL−1) are invertible. In other words, it is assumed that enough information is transferred from
states to observations between time steps. A trivial case in which this assumption does not hold is when Ui are i.i.d. In such a
scenario, ZL−1 does not contain useful information in order to evaluate rL, and an additional independent observation is needed.
Nevertheless, this assumption can be greatly reduced under a decoupled POMDP model (see Section 4).
At this point, we have all needed information to evaluate v(piL). The proof of Theorem 1 iteratively applies a similar depen-
dence in order to evaluate v(pie) globally for all time steps and general history dependent evaluation policies.
Proof of Theorem 1
We start by stating two auxiliary lemmas (their proof can be found in Appendix B.
Lemma 1.
P e(rt) =
∑
τo∈T ot
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ))
)
P b(rt, zt|at, Ut)
 0∏
i=t−1
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)
P b(U0).
Lemma 2. For all 0 ≤ i ≤ t− 1, let xi, yi such that xi ⊥ (ui+1, zi)|ai, ui and yi ⊥ xi|ai, ui and yi ⊥ (ai, ai−1, xi−1, zi−1)|ui. Assume
that the matrices P b(Ui|ai, Xi), P b(Yi|ai, Xi), P b(Yi|ai, Ui) are invertible. Then
P b(Yi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1) = P b(Yi, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1).
Moreover,
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui, zi−1|ai−1, Ui−1)
= P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Xi)P b(Yi|ai, Xi)−1P b(Yi, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1)P b(Yi−1|ai−1, Xi−1)−1P b(Yi−1|ai−1, Ui−1)).
Additionally, let xt, yt such that xt ⊥ (rt, zt)|at, ut and yt ⊥ xt|at, ut and yt ⊥ (at, at−1, xt−1, zt−1)|ut. Assume that the matrices
P b(Ut|at, Xt), P b(Xt|at, Ut), P b(Yt|at, Xt) are invertible. Then
P b(rt, zt|at, Ut)P b(Ut, zt−1|at−1, Ut−1)
= P b(rt, zt|at, Xt)P b(Yt|at, Xt)−1P b(Yt, zt−1|at−1, Xt−1)P b(Yt−1|at−1, Xt−1)−1P b(Yt−1|at−1, Ut−1)).
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemmas 1 and 2, it holds that
P b(rt, zt|at, Ut)
(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)
)
P b(U0)
= P b(rt, zt|at, Xt)
 0∏
i=t−1
P b(Yi+1|ai+1, Xi+1)−1P b(Yi+1, zi|ai, Xi)
P b(Y0|a0, X0)−1P b(Y0|a0, U0)P b(U0).
As y0 ⊥ a0|u0
P b(Y0|a0, U0)P b(U0) = P b(Y0|U0)P b(U0) = P b(Y0).
Hence,
P e(rt) =
∑
τo∈T ot
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ))
)
P b(rt, zt|at, Xt)
 0∏
i=t−1
P b(Yi+1|ai+1, Xi+1)−1P b(Yi+1, zi|ai, Xi)
P b(Y0|a0, X0)−1P b(Y0).
To complete the proof we let xi = zi−1 for i ≥ 1 and yi = xi+1 = zi for i ≥ 0. Then independence assumptions of Lemma 2
indeed hold. Moreover, it is enough to assume that P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1) is invertible for all i ≥ 1 as
P b(zi|ai, zi−1) =
∑
ui
P b(zi|ai, zi−1, ui)P b(ui|zi−1, ai).
Or in vector notation
P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1) = P b(Zi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui|Zi−1, ai).
Since P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1) is invertible, so are P b(Ui|Zi−1, ai) = P b(Ui|Xi, ai) and P b(Zi|ai, Ui) = P b(Yi|ai, Ui).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2
We start by stating two auxiliary lemmas (their proof can be found in Appendix B)
Lemma 3.
P e(rt) =
∑
τo∈T ot
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ))
)
P b(rt, ot|at, zt, Ut)
 0∏
i=t−1
P b(Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Ui)
P b(U0|z0)P b(z0).
Lemma 4. For all 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, let xi, yi such that xi is independent of (ui+1, oi) given zi+1, ai, ui, yi is in-
dependent of xi given zi+1, ai, ui, and yi is independent of ai, ai−1, xi−1, zi−1 given ui. Assume that the matrices
P b
([n],Ji)
(Ui|ai, zi, Xi), P b(Ki,[n])(Yi|ai, zi, Ui), P
b
(Ki,Ji)
(Yi|ai, zi, Xi) are invertible. Then
P b(Ki,[n])(Yi|ai, zi, Ui)P
b
([n],Ji−1)(Ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1) = P
b
(Ki,Ji−1)(Yi, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1).
Moreover,
P (Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Ui)P (Ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Ui−1)
= P b([n],Ji)(Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Xi)P
b
(Ki,Ji)
(Yi|ai, zi, Xi)−1P b(Ki,Ji−1)(Yi, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1)×
P b(Ki−1,Ji−1)(Yi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1)
−1P b(Ki−1,[n])(Yi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Ui−1).
Additionally, let xt, yt such that xt is independent of rt, zt given at, ut, yt is independent of xt given at, ut and independent of
at, at−1, xt−1, zt−1 given ut. Assume that the matrices P b(Ut|at, Xt), P b(Xt|at, Ut), P b(Yt|at, Xt) are invertible. Then
P (rt, ot|at, zt, Ut)P (Ut, zt, ot−1|at−1, zt−1, Ut−1)
= P bJt (rt, ot|at, zt, Xt)P b(Kt,Jt)(Yt|at, zt, Xt)
−1P b(Kt,Jt−1)(Yt, zt, ot−1|at−1, zt−1, Xt−1)×
P b(Kt−1,Jt−1)(Yt−1|at−1, zt−1, Xt−1)
−1P b(Kt−1,[n])(Yt−1|at−1, zt−1, Ut−1).
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2. Using Lemmas 4 and 3, it holds that
P b(rt, ot|at, zt, Ut)
 0∏
i=t−1
P b(Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Ui)
P b(U0|z0)P b(z0)
= P bJt (rt, ot|at, zt, Xt)
 0∏
i=t−1
P b(Ki+1,Ji+1)(Yi+1|ai+1, zi+1, Xi+1)
−1P b(Ki+1,Ji)(Yi+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Xi)

P b(K0,J0)(Y0|a0, z0, X0)
−1P b(K0,[n])(Y0|a0, z0, U0)P
b(U0|z0)P b(z0)
As y0 ⊥ a0)|u0, z0
P b(K0,[n])(Y0|a0, z0, U0)P
b(U0|z0) = P b(K0,[n])(Y0|z0, U0)P
b(U0|z0) = P b(Y0|z0).
To complete the proof we let Xi = Zi−1 and Yi = Oi for i ≥ 0. Then independence assumptions of Lemma 4 indeed hold.
Moreover, it is enough to assume that P b(Ui|ai, Zi−1) and P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1) are invertible for all i ≥ 1 as
P b(oi|ai, zi, zi−1) =
∑
ui
P b(oi|ai, zi, zi−1, ui)P b(ui|ai, zi, zi−1).
Or in vector notation
P b(Ki,Ji)(Oi|ai, zi, Zi−1) = P
b
(Ki,[n])
(Oi|ai, zi, Ui)P b([n],Ji)(Ui|ai, zi, Zi−1).
Since P b
(Ki,Ji)
(Oi|ai, zi, Zi−1) is invertible, so are P b(Ki,[n])(Oi|ai, zi, Ui) and P
b
([n],Ji)
(Ui|ai, zi, Zi−1).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
B Auxilary Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 1
Proof.
P e(rt) =
∑
τ∈Tt
P e(rt|τ)P e(τ)
=
∑
τ∈Tt
P b(rt|at, ut)P e(τ).
Next we have that
P e(τ) = P e(u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut, zt, at)
= P e(at|u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut, zt)P e(u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut, zt)
= pi
(t)
e (at|hot )P e(zt|u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut)P e(u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, at−1, ut)
= pi
(t)
e (at|hot )P b(zt|ut)P e(u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, at−1, ut)
= pi
(t)
e (at|hot )P b(zt|ut)P e(ut|u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, at−1)P e(u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, at−1)
= pi
(t)
e (at|hot )P b(zt|ut)P b(ut|ut−1, at−1)P e(u0, z0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, at−1)
By backwards induction we get that
P e(τ) =
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )P b(zi|ui)
)(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(ui+1|ui, ai)
)
ν0(u0).
As zi is independent of ai, ai−1 given ui under measure P b, we can write
P b(rt|at, ut)P e(τ) = P b(rt, zt|at, ut)
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
)(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(ui+1, zi|ui, ai)
)
ν0(u0),
which in vector form yields
P e(rt) =
∑
τo∈T ot
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ))
)
P b(rt, zt|at, Ut)
(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)
)
P b(U0).
Here, the summation has now changed to observable trajectories.
Proof of Lemma 2
We begin by proving an additional auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 5. Let x, y, w, u, z, a be nodes in a POMDP model such that x ⊥ (w, z)|a, u, and y ⊥ x|a, u. Assume in addition that the
matrices P b(U |a,X), P b(Y |a,X), P b(Y |a, U) are invertible for all a. Then
P b(W, z|a, U) = P b(W, z|a,X)P b(Y |a,X)−1P b(Y |a, U).
Proof. We start by showing that
1. If x ⊥ (w, z)|a, u and if P b(U |a,X) is invertible for every a, then
P b(W, z|a, U) = P b(W, z|a,X)P b(U |a,X)−1.
2. If x ⊥ y|a, u and if P b(X|a, U) is invertible for every a, then
P b(U |a,X) = P b(Y |a, U)−1P b(Y |a,X).
We have that
P b(w, z|a, U)P b(U |a, x) = P b(w, z|a, x, U)P b(U |a, x)
= P b(w, z|a, x)
The above is true for every {x,w}, therefore
P b(W, z|a, U) = P b(W, z|a,X)P b(U |a,X)−1. (5)
Similarly, for the second part, we have that
P b(y|a, U)P b(U |a, x) = P b(y|a, x, U)P b(U |a, x)
= P b(y|a, x).
The above is true for every {x, y}, therefore
P b(U |a,X) = P b(Y |a, U)−1P b(Y |a,X). (6)
Combining Equations (5) and (6) yields
P b(W, z|a, U) = P b(W, z|a,X)P b(Y |a,X)−1P b(Y |a, U).
We can now continue to prove Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let xi, yi such that xi ⊥ (ui+1, zi)|ai, ui and yi ⊥ xi|ai, ui. Assume that the matrices
P b(Ui|ai, Xi), P b(Xi|ai, Ui), P b(Yi|ai, Xi), P b(Yi|ai, Ui) are invertible. Then, by Lemma 5
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui) = P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Xi)P b(Yi|ai, Xi)−1P b(Yi|ai, Ui).
Next we wish to evaluate
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui, zi−1|ai−1, Ui−1)
= P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Xi)P b(Yi|ai, Xi)−1P b(Yi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1)P b(Yi−1|ai−1, Xi−1)−1P b(Yi−1|ai−1, Ui−1)). (7)
For this, let us evaluate
P b(Yi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1).
Assume that yi ⊥ (ai, ai−1, xi−1, zi−1)|ui, then∑
ui
P b(yi|ai, ui)P b(ui, zi−1|ai−1, xi−1)
=
∑
ui
P b(yi|ai−1, zi−1, xi−1, ui)P b(ui, zi−1|ai−1, xi−1)
=
∑
ui
P b(yi|ai−1, zi−1, xi−1, ui)P b(ui|zi−1, ai−1, xi−1)P b(zi−1|ai−1, xi−1)
= P b(yi|ai−1, zi−1, xi−1)P b(zi−1|ai−1, xi−1)
= P b(yi, zi−1|ai−1, xi−1).
Therefore
P b(Yi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1) = P b(Yi, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1).
This proves the first part of the lemma. The second part immediately follows due to Equation (10). That is,
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)P b(Ui, zi−1|ai−1, Ui−1)
= P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Xi)P b(Yi|ai, Xi)−1P b(Yi, zi−1|ai−1, Xi−1)P b(Yi−1|ai−1, Xi−1)−1P b(Yi−1|ai−1, Ui−1)).
As the above holds for all i ≥ 1, the proof is complete. The proof for the third part follows the same steps with ut+1 replaced by
rt.
Proof of Lemma 3
Proof.
P e(rt) =
∑
τ∈Tt
P e(rt|τ)P e(τ)
=
∑
τ∈Tt
P b(rt|at, zt, ut)P e(τ).
Next we have that
P e(τ) = P e(u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut, zt, ot, at)
= P e(at|u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut, zt, ot)P e(u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut, zt, ot)
= pi
(t)
e (at|hot )P b(ot|u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut, zt)P e(u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut, zt)
= pi
(t)
e (at|hot )P b(ot|ut)P e(ut, zt|u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, ot−1, at−1)P e(u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, ot−1, at−1)
= pi
(t)
e (at|hot )P b(ot|ut)P b(ut, zt|ut−1, zt−1, at−1)P e(u0, z0, o0, a0, . . . , ut−1, zt−1, ot−1, at−1)
By backwards induction we get that
P e(τ) =
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )P b(oi|ui)
)(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(ui+1, zi+1|ui, zi, ai)
)
P b(u0|z0)P b(z0).
As oi is independent of ai, zi given ui under measure P b, we can write
P b(rt|at, zt, ut)P e(τ) = P b(rt, ot|at, zt, ut)
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
)(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(ui+1, zi+1, oi|ui, zi, ai)
)
P b(u0|z0)P b(z0),
which in vector form yields
P e(rt) =
∑
τo∈T ot
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ))
)
P b(rt, ot|at, zt, Ut)
 0∏
i=t−1
P b(Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Ui)
P b(U0|z0)P b(z0).
Here, the summation has now changed to observable trajectories.
Proof of Lemma 4
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2 and is brought here for completeness. We begin by proving an auxiliary
lemma.
Lemma 6. Let x, y, w, u, z, z′, o, a be nodes in a Decoupled POMDP model such that x ⊥ (w, o)|a, z, u, and y ⊥ x|a, z, u. Let I, J,K
be index sets such that |I| = |J | = |K| = |U | = n. Also let [n] be the index set {1, . . . , |U |}. Assume in addition that the matrices
P b
[n],J
(U |a, z,X), P b
(K,[n])
(Y |a, z, U), P b
(K,J)
(Y |a, z,X) are invertible for all a, z. Then
P b(I,[n])(W, z
′, o|a, z, U) = P b(I,J)(W, z′, o|a, z,X)P b(K,J)(Y |a, z,X)−1P b(K,[n])(Y |a, z, U).
Proof. We start by showing that
1. If x ⊥ (w, z′, o)|a, z, u and if P b
([n],J)
(U |a, z,X) is invertible for every a, z, then
P b(I,[n])(W, z
′, o|a, z, U) = P b(I,J)(W, z′, o|a, z,X)P b[n],J (U |a, z,X)−1.
2. If x ⊥ y|a, z, u and if P b
(J,[n])
(X|a, z, U) is invertible for every a, z, then
P b([n],J)(U |a, z,X) = P b(K,[n])(Y |a, z, U)−1P b(K,J)(Y |a, z,X).
We have that
P b(w, z′, o|a, z, U)P b(U |a, z, x) = P b(w, z′, o|a, z, x, U)P b(U |a, z, x)
= P b(w, z′, o|a, z, x)
The above is true for every {x,w}, therefore
P b(I,[n])(W, z
′, o|a, z, U) = P b(I,J)(W, z′, o|a, z,X)P b([n],J)(U |a, z,X)−1. (8)
Similarly, for the second part, we have that
P b(y|a, z, U)P b(U |a, z, x) = P b(y|a, z, x, U)P b(U |a, z, x)
= P b(y|a, z, x).
The above is true for every {x, y}, therefore
P b([n],J)(U |a, z,X) = P b(K,[n])(Y |a, z, U)−1P b(K,J)(Y |a, z,X). (9)
Combining Equations (8) and (9) yields
P b(I,[n])(W, z
′, o|a, z, U) = P b(I,J)(W, z′, o|a, z,X)P b(K,J)(Y |a, z,X)−1P b(K,[n])(Y |a, z, U).
We can now continue to prove Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 4. Let xi, yi such that xi ⊥ (ui+1, oi)|zi+1, ai, ui and yi ⊥ xi|zi+1, ai, ui. Assume that the matrices
P b
([n],Ji)
(Ui|ai, zi, Xi), P b(Ki,[n])(Yi|ai, zi, Ui), P
b
(Ki,Ji)
(Yi|ai, zi, Xi) are invertible. Then, by Lemma 6
P (Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Ui) = P b([n],Ji)(Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Xi)P
b
(Ki,Ji)
(Yi|ai, zi, Xi)−1P b(Ki,[n])(Yi|ai, zi, Ui).
Next we wish to evaluate
P (Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Ui)P (Ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Ui−1)
= P b([n],Ji)(Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Xi)P
b
(Ki,Ji)
(Yi|ai, zi, Xi)−1P b(Ki,[n])(Yi|ai, zi, Ui)×
P b([n],Ji−1)(Ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1)P
b
(Ki−1,Ji−1)(Yi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1)
−1P b(Ki−1,[n])(Yi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Ui−1). (10)
For this, let us evaluate
P b(Ki,[n])(Yi|ai, zi, Ui)P
b
([n],Ji−1)(Ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1).
Assume that yi ⊥ (ai, ai−1, xi−1, zi−1, zi)|ui, then∑
ui∈U
P b(yi|ai, zi, ui)P b(ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, xi−1)
=
∑
ui∈U
P b(yi|ui, zi, oi−1, ai−1, zi−1, xi−1)P b(ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, xi−1)
=
∑
ui∈U
P b(yi, ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, xi−1)
= P b(yi, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, xi−1).
Therefore
P b(Ki,[n])(Yi|ai, zi, Ui)P
b
([n],Ji−1)(Ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1) = P
b
(Ki,Ji−1)(Yi, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1).
This proves the first part of the lemma. The second part immediately follows due to Equation (10). That is,
P (Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Ui)P (Ui, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Ui−1)
= P b([n],Ji)(Ui+1, zi+1, oi|ai, zi, Xi)P
b
(Ki,Ji)
(Yi|ai, zi, Xi)−1P b(Ki,Ji−1)(Yi, zi, oi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1)×
P b(Ki−1,Ji−1)(Yi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Xi−1)
−1P b(Ki−1,[n])(Yi−1|ai−1, zi−1, Ui−1).
As the above holds for all i ≥ 1, the proof is complete. The proof for the third part follows the same steps with (ut+1, zt+1)
replaced by rt.
C Bridging the Gap between Reinforcement Learning and Causal Inference
This section is devoted to addressing the definition and results of this paper in terminology common in the Causal Inference
literature (Pearl 2009; Peters, Janzing, and Scho¨lkopf 2017). We begin with preliminaries on Structural Causal Models and
Pearl’s Do-Calculus, and continue by defining OPE as an identification problem for Causal Inference. Finally, we show that
results presented in this paper relate to the counterfactual effect of applying the dynamic treatment pie (Herna´n and Robins
2019).
Preliminaries
The basic semantical framework of our analysis relies on Structural Causal Models (Pearl 2009).
Definition 4 (Structural Causal Models). A structural causal model (SCM) M is a 4-tuple 〈U, V, F, P (U)〉 where:
• U is a set of exogenous (unobserved) variables, which are determined by factors outside of the model.
• V is a set {Vi}ni=1 of endogenous (observed) variables that are determined by variables in U ∪ V .
• F is a set of structural functions {fi}ni=1, where each fi is a process by which Vi is assigned a value vi ← fi(pai, ui) in response
to the current values of its parents PAi ⊂ V and U i ⊆ U .
• P (U) is a distribution over the exogenous variables U .
Consider the causal graph of Figure 1a. This causal graph corresponds to an SCM that defines a complete data-generating
processes P b, which entails the observational distribution. It also defines the interventional distribution P e: under P e, the arrows
labeled pie exist and denote a functional relationship between at and zt given by the evaluation policy pie, and the arrows labeled
pib do not exist.
Queries are questions asked based on a specific SCM, and are often related to interventions, which can be thought of as
idealized experiments, or as well-defined changes in the world. Formally, interventions take the form of fixing the value of
one variable in an SCM and observing the result. The do-operator is used to indicate that an experiment explicitly modified a
variable. Graphically, this blocks any causal factors that would otherwise affect that variable. Diagramatically, this erases all
causal arrows pointing at the experimental variable.
Definition 5 (Interventional Distribution).
Given an SCM, an intervention I = do
(
xi := f˜(P˜A
i
, U˜i)
)
corresponds to replacing the structural mechanism fi(PAi, U i) with
f˜i(P˜A
i
, U i). This includes the concept of atomic interventions, where we may write more simply do (Xi = x).
The interventional distribution is subsumed by the counterfactual distribution, which asks in retrospective what might have
happened had we acted differently at the specific realization. Table 1 shows the 3-layer hierarchy of Pearl (2018), together
with the characteristic questions that can be answered at each level. While work such as Oberst and Sontag (2019) is centered
around the counterfactual layer, this paper focuses on the interventional layer associated with the syntactic signature of the type
P (y|do (x) , z).
The do-calculus is the set of manipulations that are available to transform one expression into another, with the general
goal of transforming expressions that contain the do-operator into expressions that do not contain it, and which involve only
observable quantities. Expressions that do not contain the do-operator and include only observable quantities can be estimated
from observational data alone, without the need for an experimental intervention. The do-calculus includes three rules for the
transformation of conditional probability expressions involving the do-operator. They are stated formally below. Let x, y, z, w be
nodes in an SCM G.
• Rule 1 (Insertion/deletion of observations)
P (y|do (x) , z, w) = P (y|do (x) , w) if y and z are d-separated by x ∪ w in G∗, the graph obtained from G by removing all arrows
pointing into variables in x.
• Rule 2 (Action/observation exchange)
P (y|do (x) ,do (z) , w) = P (y|do (x) , z, w) if y and z are d-separated by x ∪ w in G†, the graph obtained from G by removing all
arrows pointing into variables in x and all arrows pointing out of variables in z.
• Rule 3 (Insertion/deletion of actions)
P (y|do (x) ,do (z) , w) = P (y|do (x) , w) if y and z are d-separated by x ∪ w in G•, the graph obtained from G by first removing
all the arrows pointing into variables in x (thus creating G∗) and then removing all of the arrows pointing into variables in z
that are not ancestors of any variable in w in G∗.
Level (Symbol) Typical Activity Typical Questions
1. Association
P (y|x) Seeing
What is?
How would seeing x
change my belief in y?
*2. Intervention
P (y|do (x) , z)
Doing
Intervening
What if?
What if I do x?
3. Counterfactual
P (yx|x′, y′)
Imagining
Retrospection
Why?
Was it x that caused y?
What if I had acted differently?
Table 1: The three layer causal hierarchy, as given in Pearl (2018). OPE in the form we give is part of the second, interventional
layer.
In addition to the above, letting pie be a stochastic time-dependent evaluation policy, then under the SCM of Figure 1a we have
the following lemma (we use z0:t to denote the set {z0, . . . zt}).
Lemma 7.
P (xt|do (pi) , z0:t) =
∑
a0,...,at
P (xt|do (a0) , . . . ,do (at) , z0:t)
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ).
Proof. We have that
P (xt|do (pi) , z0:t) = P
(
xt|do
(
pi
(0)
e
)
, . . . ,do
(
pi
(t)
e
)
, z0:t
)
,
where we recall that pi(i)e is the (possibly time-dependent) policy at time i. It is enough to show that for all 0 ≤ k ≤ t
P (xt|do
(
pi
(0)
e
)
, . . . ,do
(
pi
(t)
e
)
, z0:t)
=
∑
a0,...,ak
P
(
xt|do (a0) , . . .do (ak) ,do
(
pi
(k+1)
e
)
, . . . ,do
(
pi
(t)
e
)
, z0:t
) k∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (a0|hoi ). (11)
Equation (11) follows immediately by induction over k, as pi(i)e depends only on its previously observed history.
OPE as an Identification Problem
In order to define OPE as an intervention problem, we define the interventional value of a policy pi given an SCM as
vdo(pi) = E (RL(τ) | do (pi)) .
We are now ready to define OPE in POMDPs. Let pie, pib be evaluation policies as defined in Definition 1.
The goal of off-policy evaluation in POMDPs is to evaluate vdo(pie)
for the SCM of Figure 1a under the data generating process P b.
We can now restate the results presented in the paper using the above terminology. We restate Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 below.
An extension to Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 is done similarly.
Theorem (POMDP Evaluation). Assume P b(Zi|ai, Zi−1) and P b(Ui|ai, Zi−1) are invertible for all i and all ai ∈ A. For any
τo ∈ T ot denote
Πe(τ
o) =
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ), Ω(τo) =
t∏
i=0
Wt−i(τo).
Then
P (rt|do (pie)) =
∑
τo∈T ot
Πe(τ
o)P b(rt, zt|at, Zt−1)Ω(τo).
The proof of the theorem follows the same steps as in Appendix A. Nevertheless, it requires an alternate interpretation and
proof of Lemma 1, which we state and prove formally below.
Lemma 8.
P (rt|do (pie)) =
∑
τo∈T ot
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi ))
)
P b(rt, zt|at, Ut)
(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)
)
P b(U0).
Proof. Let pie be an evaluation policy.
P (rt|do (pie)) =
∑
u0:t
P (rt|do (pie) , u0:t)P (u0:t|do (pie))
=
∑
u0:t
P (rt|do (pie) , u0:t)P (u0|do (pie))
t−1∏
i=0
P (ui+1|do (pie) , u0:i) (12)
P (u0|do (pie)) = P b(u0) = ν0(u0) by definition and rule 3. Next we evaluate P (ui+1|do (pie) , u0:i), using the conditional indepen-
dence relations of the POMDP causal graph Figure 1(a).
P (ui+1|do (pie) , u0:i) =
=
∑
z0:i∈Zi+1
P (ui+1|do (pie) , z0:i, u0:i)P (zi|do (pie) , z0:i−1, u0:i)P (z0:i−1|do (pie) , u0:i). (13)
Next, by Lemma 7 and the rules of do-calculus we have in the POMDP causal graph:
P (ui+1|do (pie) , z0:i, u0:i) =
∑
a0:i∈Ai+1
P (ui+1|do (a0) , . . . ,do (ai) , z0:i, u0:i)
i∏
k=0
pi
(k)
e (ak|hok)
=
(rule 3)
∑
a0:i∈Ai+1
P (ui+1|do (ai) , z0:i, u0:i)
i∏
k=0
pi
(k)
e (ak|hok)
=
∑
ai∈A
P (ui+1|do (ai) , z0:i, u0:i)pi(i)e (ai|hoi )
=
(rule 1)
∑
ai∈A
P (ui+1|do (ai) , ui)pi(i)e (ai|hoi )
=
(rule 2)
∑
ai∈A
P b(ui+1|ai, ui)pi(i)e (ai|hoi ). (14)
Also, using the POMDP causal graph and by Lemma 7,
P (zi|do (pie) , z0:i−1, u0:i) =
∑
a0:i−1∈Ai
P (zi|do (a0) , . . . ,do (ai−1) , z0:i−1, u0:i)
i−1∏
k=0
pi
(k)
e (ak|hok)
=
(rule 3)
∑
a0:i−1∈Ai
P b(zi|z0:i−1, u0:i)
i−1∏
k=0
pi
(k)
e (ak|hok)
= P b(zi|ui). (15)
Plugging Equations (14), (15) into (13) yields
P (ui+1|do (pie) , u0:i) =
∑
z0:i∈Zi+1
P (ui+1|do (pie) , z0:i, u0:i)P (zi|do (pie) , z0:i−1, u0:i)P (z0:i−1|do (pie) , u0:i)
=
∑
z0:i∈Zi+1
∑
ai∈A
P b(ui+1|ai, ui)pi(i)e (ai|hoi )P b(zi|ui)P (z0:i−1|do (pie) , u0:i)
=
∑
zi∈Z
∑
ai∈A
P b(ui+1|ai, ui)pi(i)e (ai|hoi )P b(zi|ui)
∑
z0:i−1∈Zi
P (z0:i−1|do (pie) , u0:i)
=
∑
zi∈Z
∑
ai∈A
P b(ui+1|ai, ui)pi(i)e (ai|hoi )P b(zi|ui)
=
∑
zi∈Z
∑
ai∈A
P b(ui+1|ai, zi, ui)pi(i)e (ai|hoi )P b(zi|ai, ui). (16)
We continue by evaluating P (rt|do (pie) , u0:t). Similar to before,
P (rt|do (pie) , u0:t) =
=
(rule 1)
P (rt|do (pie) , ut)
=
∑
zt∈Z
P (rt|do (pie) , ut, zt)P (zt|do (pie) , ut)
=
∑
zt∈Z
∑
at∈A
P b(rt|at, ut)pi(t)e (at|hot )P b(zt|ut)
=
∑
zt∈Z
∑
at∈A
P b(rt|at, zt, ut)pi(t)e (at|hot )P b(zt|at, ut). (17)
Plugging Equations (16), (17) into Equation (12) yields
P (rt|do (pie)) =
∑
u0:t
P (rt|do (pie) , u0:t)P (u0|do (pie))
t−1∏
i=0
P (ui+1|do (pie) , u0:i)
=
∑
τ∈Tt
P b(rt, zt|at, ut)
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
)(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(ui+1, zi|ui, ai)
)
ν0(u0),
which can be written in vector form as
P (rt|do (pie)) =
∑
τo∈T ot
(
t∏
i=0
pi
(i)
e (ai|hoi )
)
P b(rt, zt|at, Ut)
(
t−1∏
i=0
P b(Ui+1, zi|ai, Ui)
)
P b(U0)
This completes the proof.
Appendix D: Experimental Details
Figure 4
In our experiments we used three environments of different sampled vectors. Vectors were sampled uniformly from a normal
distribution. We’ve chosen to depict in our paper, environments that had different characteristics of our results. Nevertheless,
most sampled environments were unbiased for Theorem 2’s result, and highly biased for the IS estimator. Figure 4 depicts two
other environments for which IS is highly biased. We also provide code of our experiments and medical environment in the
supplementary material.
